
2022/2023 

KIMBALL HIGH SCHOOL PARKING PERMIT REQUEST 

 

 

DRIVERS LICENSE NUMBER PERMIT # (assigned by KHS) 

 

Name of student Student ID # Grade  

It may be necessary for Kimball High School personnel to identify vehicles that belong to students, especially in an 

emergency. Therefore, we require you to list all vehicles that you may park on Kimball High School property. Failure to 

list your vehicle(s) may result in your vehicle being cited or towed at the owner's expense. 

Vehicle Make Model Year Color License Plate # State 

 

 

Parking permits must be properly displayed from the rear view mirror at all times while your vehicle is on the Kimball High 

School property. The identification numbers located on the front of the permit must be visible at all times and must not 

be obscured by any object, including, but not limited to; tinted windows, objects hanging from the mirror, etc.. 

Students may only park on the west side of the campus parking lot between the library and the 

theatre. 

NOTE*Students are responsible for all items in their vehicle which they bring onto Kimball High School property. 

Students should be careful to make sure that their vehicle does not contain any items which are considered illegal to 

possess, or are in violation of Tracy Unified School District policy. This includes, but is not limited to; drugs, alcoholic 

beverages, firearms, ammunition or any knife or tool containing a knife blade. 

I have read and understand the aforementioned conditions, and I agree to follow these conditions. I understand that 

failure to follow any of these conditions may result in my vehicle being cited or towed. In addition, I understand that my 

vehicle is subject to search per TUSD Board Policy 5145.12 

Return this form along with $5.00 to the bookkeeper to receive your Parking Permit. 

                       Student Signature                                                                                       Date 
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